SUMMARY: As I understand it, this week is a holiday in China, but October 1 was the main holiday in China, while
10/10 is the national day in Taiwan. Sources say that now that we are past the main holiday, China is ready to push
for all things to be done for an RV this week, probably starting on Wednesday. Release will depend on the readiness
of USA, China, Iraq and Zimbabwe to proceed.
Blaseygate has been a useful distraction from the economic issues, and is expected to be a useful cover for the RV
unfolding this week.
The Presidential message tomorrow is expected to be a signal to UST and Pentagon to proceed with the RV, and may
include information about the restoration of the Republic, and specific security issues. Steven Mnuchin had been
delaying the release of the funding. He has been removed from release authority and from some other aspects of the
RV.
It appears, as I have indicated in the past, that Tier 5 will NOT be redeeming any Zim, or if they do, it will not be at the
market rate, but at a much lower rate. (I would suggest that this may be the reason for certain parties referring to a
“lop” of 6 zeros from the denominations, so that trillions become millions.)
USN has been in trade in Singapore, but is expected to be generally announced and released shortly following the
release of the RV funds, as the funds in the USA will be released in USN, probably later this week.
The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates. So, if you have
hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved. Posts are still
in IDC in the evening. The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24
hour guest pass if you are not. https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
Please feel free to share these newsletters. They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com . Thanks for
those who send in materials for publication. You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening,
and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via
investing your time and/or investing money now. I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com titled: “Project
Funding NOW”. We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment. Do not
have funds to invest? You can help us find investors. My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com or Skype:
JASEGUROLA
This post was found on IDC, and appears to be directed to us here:

"Re: Dan's GCR/RV Highlights 9/30" by Australian Humanitarian - 10.2.18
Entry Submitted by Australian Humanitarian at 12:05 AM EDT on October 2, 2018
Dan's GCR/RV Highlights for September 30, 2018
You made brief mention of Europe and Australia not complying:
Several have asked what I meant by “Plan B” being released. I meant that if Pres. Trump is not able to get the
international support to release the funds globally, he will release other options to increase funding for the US economy.
No, he does not have the authority to make Europe or Australia follow suit!
Australians, and possibly others are wondering what is the likelihood of our evil Cabal Governments not going ahead
with the RV/GCR and also what we can do to exchange our currency, even if it is only for street rates? We certainly hope
they will be dealt with in the manner that the Deep State are being, so that we are free to help the homeless here and

elsewhere. America is so fortunate to have a good President to drain the swamp and that's what we desperately need.
There are plenty of Aussies reading these IDC posts and eagerly awaiting the exchanges to relieve poverty and
homelessness. Just as America has, we have thousands of people living "rough" on the streets, some in their cars or
sheltering with family or friends, and until GESARA is enacted here, I can't see that situation changing. I believe they did
sign the Paris Agreement, but have they now reneged?
Humanitarian,
Australia.
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/re-dans-gcrrv-highlights-930-by.html?m=1
I would expect that the exchange centers accessed thru the toll-free numbers, which will be released to notify those who
are following the progress of the RV, will be able to tell you about your exchange options in other countries. We have
been told that Canada will have two numbers, and Mexico one as well. It certainly makes sense that Australia and
Europe would have toll free notification as well, and that they will connect you to worldwide call centers to give you
further advice.
At the least, you should be able to make an appointment in the USA for exchange there. You will have a month to take
care of this process, as I understand it, but you need to get your appointment made in the first week or so. So, keep
paying attention to what is going on, so that you will be able to take advantage of the process which is set up for YOUR
country.--dle

Tuesday, October 2, 2018

Operation Disclosure: GCR/RV Intel Alert for October 2, 2018
RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - October 2, 2018
(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several
sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.)
The SCOTUS vote is essential for the USA to become GESARA compliant.
The BRICS alliance has the USA, UK, EU, Canada, Australia, and Israel geopolitically cornered.
Rumors of the RV beginning yesterday nearly came true as Canada's economy was on the verge of collapse.
Trump's presidential alert test is scheduled today at 2:18 PM EDT.
Justice Kavanaugh's confirmation is also expected today.
The global economy remains on course for collapse.
The sole purpose of the RV is to let loose thousands of humanitarian redeemers to heal the world and fix the trail of
destruction left behind by the Cabal.
The RV has been used as a geopolitical "weapon" to gain leverage over Cabal-influenced countries.
Zimbabwe needs a global redemption event (RV) in order to carry out a set of goals for GESARA.

Source: Operation Disclosure
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_2.html?m=1

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Oct. 2, 2018
Judy Note: President Trump declared (via a Q+ post) that this month would be “Red October.” Chinese
Elder/BRICS forces were said to be in full command of the RV as of midnight Sunday Sept. 30. The NAFTA
Agreement was also signed Sun. night Sept. 30, opening the door for currency exchanges. The Cabal financial
system went defunct a few hours later at 12:01 am EST Mon. morning Oct. 1, 2018. The US needs a 5-4
conservative majority on the Supreme Court to become GESARA compliant and be eligible for the RV. The
Kavanaugh vote in the US Senate was set for Tues. Oct 2, and he was expected to be formerly confirmed Oct.
3. At that same time Trump was thought to be planning text alerts to all cell phones, declaring Martial Law. As
Martial law was expected at any time now, with the revaluation of currencies as well, rumor was that the texts
also would include the 800#s for currency holders. This text, supposedly a test of the Emergency Broadcast
System, was scheduled for Wed. Oct. 3 at 2:18 am EST. If such happened it would likely result in the Justice
K Confirmation = Indictments Unsealed = Martial Law = Stay indoors 3-4 days. POTUS Twittered to expect a
communication blackout attempt via a censorship of Twitter, Google and Facebook on content deemed
threatening to the Cabal’s survival, especially concerning the November midterm elections.
The below was sent by someone who gave permission to share, though wished to remain anonymous: Sept. 27
2018: Had a pretty cool experience today. I was a little sleepy and dozed just a little bit and had a quick little
dream/vision of a large rough stone the size of a mountain rolling towards Washington DC. It was dusk and the
lights all over the country were off, yet there were just a few lights left in DC. I could tell that it was on its way
to crush the government. This seems similar to Daniel’s dream of the large stone cut without hands destroying
the image of the kingdoms.
Summary as of early morning Oct. 2 2018:
A.Q+ (many believed Q+ was President Trump): “Red October. Stay Tuned and Watch. Justice K Confirmation
= Declassification = Unsealing Indictments = Martial Law = Stay indoors for 3-4 days. (more at link)

Attention" - Philip Tilton Intel Update 10-1-18
10/01/2018 11:41:00 PM

ATTENTION
Not kidding around- given to us by a very reliable source. This is the second such warning we've received.
Please take note.
Martial Law will be declared very soon/shortly. It will not last long, but it may be very violent as the Army and
Marines round up the deep state Satanists. The prudent will follow instructions and stay out of the way. If you
see something erupting, go immediately in the opposite direction while you pray. Stay very close to home.
Once these evil creatures are rounded up and their mind-numbed robots (antifa) no longer riot, then life will
resume as normal.
Wherever you see violence, go away from it as fast as possible. During martial law, the Army is encouraged to

shoot first and ask questions later. For some, later will be too late. I don’t mean to sound callous about it. I am
not expressing my values. I am telling you what will happen to innocent bystanders if they get caught in the
crossfire. A crossfire is the worst place to be, all you can do is play dead until the crossfire is over (if you are
lucky-and I mean lucky).
This is not meant to scare, meant to prepare. It's coming, probably this week. Have what you need and stay
close to home and never go out after a curfew without a military escort.

PRESIDENTIAL WARNING SYSTEM
OCTOBER 1, 2018 by STARSHIP EARTH: THE BIG PICTURE

Presidential Wireless Emergency Alert Update for October 3 [video]
http://www.starshipearththebigpicture.com/2018/10/01/presidential-wireless-emergency-alert-update-foroctober-3-video/

This may be a nothing burger or a whole lotta burger, the alert testing on Oct 3rd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAbZO0QB8zE 41 min
Wow Debra! What an excellent find. Everybody should listen to this. Know what is really happening with that alert, and
none of it is Trump's doing. Again thanks, excellent find. Have a nice day love and light Evelyn

----------------------------------------I found this quite interesting. Of course, the Prophecy Club doesn't have the big picture, which includes ascension and
disclosure of our galactic friends, etc., and there won't be any nuclear war, but there are many parallels with what the so
called Christian prophets have said which Stan Johnson compiles in this video. What Stan doesn't realize is that
prophecies are just warnings and only represent one possible timeline at the time that they are given and are subject to
change based on the mass consciousness. As the mass consciousness changes, so does the timeline. We have already
changed the destructive timeline that we were on multiple times and are now on an ascension timeline. Also, God
doesn't judge. Basically, Stan connects the dots with much of the same information that we know, and I believe he is
correct in many of his assessments. Just realize he is trying to fit things into his Christian paradigm, whereas in reality we
are simply seeing the end of duality as we transition to 5D to start a new Golden Age. Stan brings up Q, Fulford, mass
arrests, military tribunals, etc. –MrT.

EAS is National Emergency - 50k Arrests Oct 3rd
Prophecy Club
Published on Sep 25, 2018
As a Bible prophecy teacher, Stan looks at the news headlines in light of the scripture. What is the POSSIBILITY of a
judgment coming to America as soon as October 3rd, 2018? This is NOT a "Thus saith the Lord" but it is a scenario based
on scriptures, news headlines, and modern day prophecies which all seem to corroborate the same conclusion.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU5i-Ir_Vno - Vid (56:37)

Blaseygate
Philip Tilton
BREAKING: Multiple sources now telling me 3 additional investigations are about to open:
1. @FBI - felony lying to Congress by accusers making false claims.
2. Congress - @SenFeinstein’s handling of Ford letter.
3. DC Bar - into Ford’s attorneys malpractice.
DR Blasey Ford's BOYFRIEND (Chris Garrett aka "Squi") was at the party, Kavanaugh was NOT, Squi dumped her on the
same night she claims she had a life changing trauma...he was a senior football star and she was just a freshman who got
her heart broken...he drove her home that night and will testify to that fact...she kinda left all that out of her SWORN
TESTIMONY didn't she!
This will destroy the Dems, the "Me Too" movement and get the necessary Supreme Court Judges in the right place to
arrest the Bad Guys!!
That's how I see it at least! Be Blessed, Be Blessed

Sam Solis: FBI investigation not into Kavanaugh?
The Dems got what they wanted but evidently it could backfire. Feinstein is very nervous about “the scope of the
investigation” and wants the FBI to tell her. Rumor has it that she is being investigated for staging Ford against
Kavanaugh. Meanwhile, as it turns out, the Doxxing of Republican senators was done from Maxine Water’s office and
rumor has it, the FBI is looking into that also, as part of this “investigation of Kavanaugh”.
“Kill Kavanaugh” became the top auto suggested search for “kill” and just typing the letter “K” put “kill Kavanaugh”
as the sixth search suggestion on Twitter. “Ki” put Kill Kavanaugh at #3. Obviously once this was discovered by
alternative media, Twitter, (which without question is staffed by people who want Kavanaugh dead) expunged the
results but it became well known before they did. Democrats are making widespread appeals to kill conservative
congressmen, judges, and media people, and the doxxing from Maxine’s office was without a doubt done to make it
easier for anyone who would want to try. Let’s hope the FBI looks into that too

General Alt News Updates
[10.1] QAnon Updates - Plane Crashes - 400 Guns Stolen from UPS Facility –
Jordon Sather 2nd news update yesterday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANDq9-ttO-w 15 min

New Internet About To Launch
Last week, Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web, asked me to come and see a project he has been working
on almost as long as the web itself. It’s a crisp autumn day in Boston, where Berners-Lee works out of an office above a
boxing gym. After politely offering me a cup of coffee, he leads us into a sparse conference room. At one end of a long

table is a battered laptop covered with stickers. Here, on this computer, he is working on a plan to radically alter how all
of us live and work on the web.

“The intent is world domination,” Berners-Lee says with a wry smile. The British-born scientist is known for his dry sense
of humor. But in this case, he is not joking.
This week, Berners-Lee will launch Inrupt, a startup that he has been building, in stealth mode, for the past nine months.
Backed by Glasswing Ventures, its mission is to turbocharge a broader movement afoot, among developers around the
world, to decentralize the web and take back power from the forces that have profited from centralizing it. In other
words, it’s game on for Facebook, Google, Amazon. For years now, Berners-Lee and other internet activists have been
dreaming of a digital utopia where individuals control their own data and the internet remains free and open. But for
Berners-Lee, the time for dreaming is over.
“We have to do it now,” he says, displaying an intensity and urgency that is uncharacteristic for this soft-spoken
academic. “It’s a historical moment.” Ever since revelations emerged that Facebook had allowed people’s data to be
misused by political operatives, Berners-Lee has felt an imperative to get this digital idyll into the real world. In a post
published this weekend, Berners-Lee explains that he is taking a sabbatical from MIT to work full time on Inrupt. The
company will be the first major commercial venture built off of Solid, a decentralized web platform he and others at MIT
have spent years building. https://www.fastcompany.com/90243936/exclusive-tim-berners-lee-tells-us-his-radical-newplan-to-upend-the-world-wide-web

